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Independent Auditor’s Report 
 
To the readers of  
Paparimu School’s 
Financial statements 
For the year ended 31 December 2020 

 
The Auditor-General is the auditor of Paparimu School (the School).  The Auditor-General has appointed me, 
Kumar Aravinda, using the staff and resources of RSM Hayes Audit, to carry out the audit of the financial 
statements of the School on his behalf.   

Opinion 

We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 3 to 19, that comprise the statement of 
financial position as at 31 December 2020, the statement of comprehensive revenue and expense, statement of 
changes in net assets/equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date, and the notes to the 
financial statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

In our opinion the financial statements of the School:  

 present fairly, in all material respects: 

- its financial position as at 31 December 2020; and 

- its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended; and 

 comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public 
Sector Public Benefit Entity (PBE) Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime. 

Our audit was completed on 31 May 2021.  This is the date at which our opinion is expressed. 

The basis for our opinion is explained below.  In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board and our 
responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other information, and we explain our 
independence. 

Basis of opinion 

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the 
Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand) issued by the 
New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.  Our responsibilities under those standards are further 
described in the Responsibilities of the auditor section of our report. 

We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.  

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
opinion. 

 
  



 

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements  

The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly presented and 
that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand.  The Board of Trustees is responsible 
for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to prepare financial statements that are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for assessing the 
School’s ability to continue as a going concern.  The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting, unless there is an intention to 
close or merge the School, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so. 

The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020, arise from 
section 87 of the Education Act 1989. 

Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements  

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a whole, are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our 
opinion.  

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out in 
accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists.  Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures and can arise from fraud or error.  
Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 
influence the decisions of readers taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to checking that the 
information agreed to the School’s approved budget. 

We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial statements.  

As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit.  Also: 

 We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence 
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  The risk of not detecting a material 
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the School’s internal control. 

 We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by the Board. 

 We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the Board 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or 
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to continue as a going concern.  If we 
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to 
the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our 
opinion.  Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s 
report.  However, future events or conditions may cause the School to cease to continue as a going 
concern. 



 

 We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a 
manner that achieves fair presentation. 

 We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the Novopay payroll system, which may still 
contain errors.  As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of material errors arising from 
the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence readers’ overall understanding of the financial 
statements. 

We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and 
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.  

Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001. 

Other information 

The Board of Trustees is responsible for the other information.  The other information includes the statement of 
responsibility, board member list, analysis of variance, and kiwisport report, but does not include the financial 
statements, and our auditor’s report thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of 
audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information.  In 
doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or 
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.  If, based on our work, we 
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.  We 
have nothing to report in this regard. 

Independence 

We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s 
Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and Ethical Standard 1: 
International Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board.   

Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in Paparimu School. 

 

 

 
Kumar Aravinda 
RSM Hayes Audit 
On behalf of the Auditor-General 
Auckland, New Zealand 



School Name: Paparimu School School Number: 1425

2020 Focus: To improve/increase student achievement in Reading, Writing and Mathematics

Strategic Aim: Student Learning & Achievement
1.1 To develop and implement programmes that raise student achievement in Literacy
1.2 To develop and implement programmes that raise student achievement in Mathematics

Literacy & Mathematics
Targets:

At least 85% of Paparimu Learners will be achieving at/above their expected Curriculum Level in Reading
At least 85 % of Paparimu Learners will be achieving at/above their expected Curriculum Level in Writing.
At least 85 % of Paparimu Learners will be achieving at/above their expected Curriculum Level in Mathematics.

Other Target: To accelerate the learning of our Tier 3 Paparimu Learners and have them achieve 80% of their Individual Education
Plan
(IEP) Goals.
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Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

READING

Teach to individual needs in Reading through

individual or small group instruction.

Target Reading students chosen and

accelerated learning plans in place.

Target students tracked and achievement

monitored over the year.

Additional booster Reading Programmes:

Rainbow Reading, Treasure Chest etc,

Teacher Aide hours dedicating to supporting

Target Students (in addition to

Reading Recovery - two students daily taught

by our Reading Recovery Teacher. Partial

school funding for this.

Trialing HPP Oral Language Programme.

Holiday Reading Challenges.

Group/individual targeted teaching, Reading

Recovery, Rainbow Reading and targeted

students in reading have been four initiatives

successful in raising student achievement in

the area of Reading over 2020.

Reading activities and limited instruction was

supplied online and in paper format during

both Lockdowns.

Reading Recovery (modified) instruction was

also conducted at least three times a week

with students on the programme during

Lockdowns.

Each teacher has had target students in

reading that they have monitored the learning

of, asking themselves, what else can we do to

lift and accelerate the achievement of the

student? These students have benefited from

additional instruction, some of which has

continued during Online Teaching during both

Lockdowns.

Funding Teacher Aide to shadow LSC running

HPP Oral Language Programme.

We ran the Holiday Reading Challenge over

two school holiday periods in 2020.

Challenging due to disrupted year due to

COVID-19 Lockdowns and Alert Levels 4,3

and 2.

Instruction time of at least eight weeks was

lost due to COVID-19 Level 3 and Level 4

Lockdowns.

Additional time was also lost settling students

back into learning programmes and prioritising

student wellbeing after school restarted (after

Lockdown #1). This has no doubt impacted

achievement (even slightly).

Most importantly, our students still learned

and made progress throughout the year

(despite COVID!). Great attendance in

online learning and support from home

greatly influenced this.

Lockdown Emergency Learning Plans

reviewed regularly, including paper and online

based learning programmes.

Junior Target students prioritised to be placed

in Reading Recovery Programme.

All students in the Working Towards category

to be Classroom Target Students in 2021.

Their achievement in Reading can then be

monitored on (at least) a monthly basis, with

target plans reviewed by the Teacher each

term.

All students in the Well Below Curriculum

Level category to have an Individual Education

Programme (IEP) for their learning in Reading

in 2021.

Possible students at risk of underachieving in

the ‘within curriculum range’ category to be

closely monitored to ensure they maintain

expected progress.

We are continuing to trial the HPP Oral

Language programme in 2021 with our LSC,

which should contribute to an increase in

Reading results also as vocabulary is

enhanced.

PAPARIMU READING ACHIEVEMENT TARGET – (Nearly) MET ✔

81.5% of Year 2-8 Tier 1 & 2 students achieved (within/at) or exceeded their expected

Curriculum Level in Reading.
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Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

WRITING

Teach to student needs in Writing through

individual or small group instruction.

Target Writing students chosen and

accelerated learning plans in place.

Target students tracked and achievement

monitored over the year.

Moderation of eAsstle Writing results across

all teachers.

Writing throughout the Curriculum focus for

senior writers.

Writing activities and limited instruction was

supplied online and in paper format during

both Lockdowns. Ako 1 additionally held a

Writing group class online.

In previous years teachers looked critically at

their writing planning and programmes to

ensure they were teaching to the needs of the

individual or group (no whole class teaching of

writing due to the spread of ages/abilities).

This continued into 2020 teaching

programmes.

The Resource Teacher of Literacy (RTLit)

worked with two students in 2020 who had

been on the intervention wait list for well over

three terms prior.

Group/individual targeted teaching, Reading

Recovery, and targeted students in writing

have been initiatives successful in raising

student achievement in the area of Writing

over 2020.

Writing activities and some instruction was

supplied online and in paper format during

both Lockdowns.

Reading Recovery (modified) instruction was

also conducted at least three times a week

with students on the programme during

Lockdowns (partial Writing focus).

Each teacher had target students in Writing

that they have monitored the learning of,

asking themselves, what else can we do to lift

and accelerate the achievement of the

student?

Students referred to RT Lit finally ‘picked up’

after staffing changes and COVID.

Challenging due to disrupted year due to

COVID-19 Lockdowns and Alert Levels 4,3

and 2.

Instruction time of at least eight weeks was

lost due to COVID-19 Level 3 and Level 4

Lockdowns.

Additional time was also lost settling students

back into learning programmes and prioritising

student wellbeing after school restarted (after

Lockdown #1). This has no doubt impacted

achievement (even slightly).

It was noted in both classes that writing done

at home during Lockdown (judging from

evidence supplied by students of work done at

home) was particularly lacking in quality and

many students were less eager to write upon

returning from Lockdown. This was addressed

in Learning Programmes over Terms 3 & 4.

Moderation of eAsstle Writing results across

all teachers was limited this year due to time

constraints and COVID.

Senior Writing - A lot more engagement shown

when able to choose to write with pen/paper or

on computer.

Most importantly, our students still learned

and made progress throughout the year

(despite COVID!). Great attendance in

online learning and support from home

greatly influenced this.

Lockdown Emergency Learning Plans

reviewed regularly, including paper and online

based learning programmes.

All students in the Well below and Working

Towards category to be Classroom Target

Students in 2021.

All students in the Well Below Curriculum

Level category to have an Individual Education

Programme (IEP) for their learning in Writing in

2021.

Possible students at risk of underachieving in

the ‘within curriculum range’ category to be

closely monitored to ensure they maintain

expected progress.

Re-introduce Paired Writing programme in

2021 to involve the students at risk of

underachieving in Writing (students within

Curriculum Range).

Continue with Reading Recovery in 2021

which is an intensive programme that also

addresses early literacy skills and Writing.

Continued intensive teaching in Writing of

individuals or groups by teachers. Planning for

individual/group needs and

teaching/instruction to suit.

Continue to moderate eAsstle school wide

writing samples with another teacher within

school and with teachers from other schools in

2021 to ensure validity of assessment

tool/marking.
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Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

MATHEMATICS

Teach to student needs in Mathematics

through individual or small group instruction.

Target Mathematics (Number) students

chosen and accelerated learning plans in

place.

Target students tracked and achievement

monitored over the year.

LSC involvement with target students.

Use of Mathematical Dispositions with some

target students.

In School Kahui Ako Role focused on

Mathematics.

Work with Pukekohe Kahui Ako re

Mathematics.

Group/individual targeted teaching, additional

TA assistance and targeted students in

reading have been initiatives successful in

raising student achievement in the area of

Mathematics over 2020

Daily instruction in Numeracy/Strand was

supplied online to all students by Teachers

during Lockdowns. Additionally, Mathematics

in paper format was also distributed in Home

Learning Packs during both Lockdowns. As

Mathematics was our focus for the year, we

ensured we carried on instruction via Zoom

lessons.

Each teacher had target students in

Mathematics that they have monitored the

learning of, asking themselves, what else can

we do to lift and accelerate the achievement of

the student?

Data Coaching Workstream involvement with

Pukekohe Kahui Ako.

Challenging due to disrupted year due to

COVID-19 Lockdowns and Alert Levels 4,3

and 2.

Instruction time of at least eight weeks was

lost due to COVID-19 Level 3 and Level 4

Lockdowns.

Additional time was also lost settling students

back into learning programmes and prioritising

student wellbeing after school restarted (after

Lockdown #1). This has no doubt impacted

achievement (even slightly).

Most importantly, our students still learned

and made progress throughout the year

(despite COVID!). Great attendance in

online learning and support from home

greatly influenced this.

Lockdown Emergency Learning Plans

reviewed regularly, including paper and online

based learning programmes.

Mathematics will continue to be our curriculum

focus for 2021.

The school has been approved for 80 hours of

Professional Learning and Development over

the next 24 months in Assessment for

Learning (focusing on Mathematics).

Application for Accelerated Achievement in

Mathematics (ALiM) MoE contract in 2021.

Ensure that the In School Kahui Ako Role

continues to be prioritising Mathematics (Data

Coaching Workstream Group).

Use of Mathematical Dispositions with Target

Students.

All students in the Well Below Curriculum

Level category to have an Individual Education

Programme (IEP) for their learning in

Mathematics in 2021.

All students in the Working Towards category

to be Classroom Target Students in 2021.

Replace Holiday Reading Challenges with

Mathematics based initiatives to maximise

learning during the breaks for students.

Teacher Aide training in a new Maths

Intervention programme in January.

Junior Maths intervention with the Learning

Support Coordinator (LSC) in Term 1 as a trial.
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Paparimu School Annual Report 

2020 
Living rural, Growing global learners 

 

Paparimu School is a rural, vibrant and growing full primary school.We offer small class sizes               

and personalised education for Year 1-8 students. Paparimu School is situated in the             

stunning Paparimu Valley in the Franklin district of Auckland; within an approximate 25             

minute driving time of both Papakura and Pukekohe. We are part of the Pukekohe Kahui               

Ako (Community of Learning) along with 14 other schools. We pride ourselves on our              

students achieving personal excellence within our inclusive learning environment. 

 

Our school is extremely well resourced, with two modern classrooms built 2014), a 20m              

heated swimming pool, full sized rugby field, astro turf, library, adventure playground,            

outdoor breakout space and native play area. Additionally, we also have access to the              

adjacent community hall and tennis courts. 

 

Our school values of PRIDE (Passion, Respect, Integrity, Diversity and Excellence) are evident             

in the way our school is run and in all our interactions. As a Positive Behaviour for Learning                  

(PB4L) school, we make expectations clear and transparent about acceptable behaviour for            

learning. We are actively involved in growing and planting New Zealand native trees as part               

of the Trees for Survival programme and are a Silver Travelwise School. 

 

Paparimu School has a proud history, dating all the way back to 1899. Generations of local                

families have attended the school and strong links with past whaanau remain. Most of our               

students live on smaller lifestyle blocks, however some of our pupils still come from families 

with a farming background. We provide a welcoming family-orientated learning          

environment and believe in a strong home-school partnership. 

 

Paparimu School has incredible staff and a dedicated Board of Trustees. We all work              

collaboratively, along with our PTA, whaanau and school community for the benefit of our              

students. It is my pleasure and privilege to continue to lead the school as Principal (since                

October 2014) through incredible growth and positive change. We are proud of our school. 

 

2020 has been an unusual year for everyone. We faced two lockdowns at Alert Level 3 and                 

4, which forced our learning to be online and via distance. The longest lockdown being in                

Term 1 for six weeks. I was really proud of how our Staff were able to adapt and be                   

innovative, providing both a paper-based learning programme, and an online learning           



programme for students to be involved with. Daily Zoom Classroom meetings quickly            

became the (new) norm as our students were well supported by families to transition to               

learning online. The feedback from families was fantastic about the content and quantity of              

lessons online. We were proud of our students for their efforts and for maintaining their               

learning despite the challenges. 

 

2020 was also a year to celebrate, again finishing with a higher roll number (34 students)                

and having a largely stable roll, despite the challenges the country faced re COVID-19. 

 

Over recent years, we have seen an increase in the number of Intermediate (Y7/8) students               

the school has been able to attract and retain. This is really rewarding and our Year 7 and 8                   

students have multiple opportunities for challenge and success in their learning           

programmes. Students attend Maramarua School for a full day each fortnight as part of              

their Technology programme (food tech, woodwork and fabrics technology). Our Year 7/8            

students also learn a second language of their choice as part of our programme. This is                

delivered both face to face with our Learning Support Teacher Aide, and also online via               

video conferencing, weekly with a bilingual teacher (via VLN Primary). Our senior students             

also engage in a comprehensive Careers Education to prepare them for College/High School,             

and additionally are able to pursue any particular strengths and talents they may have. We               

are proud of 2020’s Year 8 students and know they will do well in their continued learning at                  

College. 

 

Equal Employment Opportunities (EEO) 

The school operates under a system of equal employment opportunities for all. 

 

Kiwisport Report 

Kiwisport is a Government funding initiative to support students’ participation in organised            

sport. In 2020, the school received total Kiwisport funding of $458.43 (excluding GST). This              

funding was spent on purchasing sports equipment to support Paparimu School Physical            

Education programmes. 

 

Rachel Evans (PGCertEdLM, BTchLn, DTM) 

Principal | Paparimu School 
Living rural | Growing global learners  
PRIDE - Passion, Respect, Integrity, Diversity, Excellence 
 

February 2021 
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